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Abstract
This paper investigates the behavioral patterns that emerge from the interactions among boundedly rational adaptive agents. They interact in repeated prisoner’s dilemma’s (RPD’s) and adapt their behavior after each RPD tournament. Results are compared across virtual experiments with different regimes of interaction and adaptation. Specifically, round-robin interactions and centralized evolution of the population is compared to locally interacting and co-adapting agents on a torus. Furthermore, the effects of imposing an additional bound on the agents’ perception are explored. The results in the different setups show that centralized evolution may lead to somewhat better performance, but at the cost of a large increase in required computations. Also, the decentralized population endogenously learns a more efficient scheme for adaptation. Finally, placing bounds on the agents’ perceptive capabilities, which essentially removes reputation as a source of information is shown to have a substantial negative effect on the population.
1 Introduction

This paper investigates the emergence of behavioral patterns in the repeated prisoner’s dilemma. Several earlier studies have investigated evolution of behaviors in the RPD, by letting a genetic algorithm (Goldberg 1989, Holland 1992) evolve a population of repeated game strategies (see Axelrod 1987, Darwen & Yao 1995, Ho 1996, Marks 1992, Miller 1988, Stanley, Ashlock & Tesfatsion 1994). The genetic algorithm (GA) is a search algorithm based on natural selection and genetics that evolves a population of solutions to a certain problem, over the course of a number of generations. In each of those generations, first each solution obtains a fitness-score that expresses its performance in solving the problem. In RPD experiments, solutions are RPD strategies and the problem is that of finding successful RPD behavior in some environment. In some of the experiments, the environment consisted of some fixed set of strategies and in others, it consisted of the other strategies—that also evolved under the GA, or in other words co-evolved. Second, after scores have been thus assigned, the $X$ fittest strategies proceed to the next generation unchanged (reproduction) while the $N - X$ least successful strategies are replaced by new ones, created through recombination of relatively successful old strategies and possibly random mutation of the strategies resulting after recombination. A genetic algorithm thus exploits characteristics of successful solutions by reproducing and recombining them and it explores new possibilities by introducing some random variation.

Notwithstanding this normative instrument’s value in finding solutions to problems in complex social domains, i.e. problems characterized by large, non-linear search spaces of social behaviors, it may not be the appropriate model for studying human adaptive social behavior in those domains, to the extent that the assumptions underlying the GA are problematic from the point of view of representing human adaptive social behavior. The aim of this paper is to establish the difference (if any) between what (the GA says) people should do if they want to be successful in RPD-type situations and what people would do—and whether or not this even makes them successful in the first place. To make this distinction clear, imagine the members of the population that the GA regime operates on to be
not simply RPD strategies, but rather (artificial) agents using those strategies. This
would require some heavy assumptions to underlie the model of such an agent. A
more appropriate social science application of learning to play the repeated
prisoner’s dilemma would assume a population of (artificial) agents that
universally use and adapt their own strategy under constraints of appropriately
bounded rationality. Furthermore, with respect to adaptation, the GA uses complete,
global information to determine which strategies are reproduced and which are
replaced, whereas the agents would only use their limited, locally available
information to autonomously decide whether they even want to change their strategy
and if so, how.

What makes the GA’s adaptive mechanism problematic from the point of view of
simulating human adaptive social behavior—when instead of modeling each RPD
strategy as a separate entity, it is modeled in an appropriate (object-oriented) way,
as one of the methods of an agent that uses it—is the agent-model this mechanism
would require. Under the GA regime, each agent would play against itself and
against every other agent in the population (the so-called round-robin tournament
setup), whereas typically, they would more appropriately be modeled as interacting
only with those agents in the population that are physically, culturally or emotionally
close to them as expressed, for instance, in terms of similarities in age, income,
color, religion and the like (cf. Schelling 1971). Furthermore, in their decisions about
adapting their strategy on the basis of relative performance, each agent would be
able to perceive all agents’ scores in all of their games (most of which they did not
partake in themselves). Finally, the actual decision about whose strategies are
adapted and whose are not would not only be conditional upon the (from the point of
view of the individual agent very abstract) GA-parameters, but it would also be
made on the basis of individual agents’ performance relative to all other agents,
whereas—in relation to the first assumption above—comparison with only the
limited number of each agent’s actual opponents would be more appropriate.

A number of recent studies have investigated localized agent-based adaptation
Oliphant 1994, Routledge 1993), but the current study will explicitly compare the
GA setup with a decentralized one by starting with a replication of Miller’s (1988)
experiments and subsequently modifying his model in a number of ways. The first modification, an obvious and often-used way of limiting the agents’ rationality, is to spatially disperse the population over a ring or torus (a 1- or 2-dimensional lattice with left-right and top-bottom boundaries respectively, folded onto one another) and let the agents interact with their 8 immediate neighbors only. In such a setup, straightforward application of the GA is problematic (see below). As an appropriate alternative, adaptation will be decentralized along with interaction, so that on the one hand, the agents can only compare their own performance to their immediate neighbors’ performance and on the other hand, the agents can only imitate behavior that they perceive among those immediate neighbors. Then, a final model will be presented in which an agent can not perceive its opponents’ performance in all of their games but only in their games against the agent itself.

2 Common building blocks

Before presenting in more detail the models mentioned above, some building blocks common to all the models will be discussed: the repeated prisoner’s dilemma in which the agents interact, the finite state machine (FSM) that models each individual boundedly rational agent’s RPD strategy and the genetic operators crossover and mutation that implement adaptation.

The interaction between each pair of players takes the form of a repeated prisoner’s dilemma (see Table 1 where the payoffs are to the row- and the column-player, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>(R, R)</td>
<td>(S, T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>(T, S)</td>
<td>(P, P)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Prisoner’s dilemma if $T > R > P > S$ and $2 \cdot R > T + S$.

The first set of inequalities above result in mutual defection being the Nash equilibrium in the one-shot game; the second set of inequalities apply only to the repeated PD and prevent alternating unilateral defection and cooperation from
being more successful than mutual cooperation. In the experiments reported in this paper (as in many others), the payoffs $T = 5$, $R = 3$, $P = 1$ and $S = 0$ are used.

Following a number of earlier studies (e.g. Binmore & Samuelson 1992, Kirchkamp 1995, Linster 1992, Miller 1988, Rubinstein 1986), a Moore machine, *i.e.* a type of *finite state machine*, will be used for modeling a *boundedly rational* agent’s strategic decision-making behavior in the RPD. A Moore machine (such as the 2-state machine in Figure 1, representing Rapoport’s strategy tit-for-tat, made famous in Axelrod’s (1984) computer tournaments) consists of (1) a set of *internal states* (the circles in Figure 1), one of which is designated to be (2) the *starting state* (labeled ‘S’), (3) an *output function* that maps each internal state onto an associated choice between the alternative actions C and D (the uppercase characters inside the circles) and (4) a *transition function* that maps each internal state onto a next state (designated by arrows in Figure 1) for each of the opponent’s possible actions (the lowercase arrow labels). In the current experiments, unless specified otherwise, 16 state FSM’s are used, which can implement more sophisticated meta-game strategies with larger memory than smaller machines such as in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Tit-for-tat as a Moore machine.](image)

Applying genetic operators to strategies requires coding them in an appropriate form. In the current model, each strategy is coded as a string of bits (0’s and 1’s), which is an often-used representation for members of the population of solutions that a genetic algorithm operates on. The crossover operator then implements recombination by combining (features of) two strategies and the mutation operator introduces random changes to strategies. In the current experiments, 2 point crossover and bitwise mutation operate on 16 state FSM’s coded by strings of 148 bits as follows (Miller 1988). Because 4 bits can represent 16 different states, it requires 4 bits to specify which of the 16 internal states will be the starting state.
Additionaly, for each of the internal states, 1 bit is needed to specify the value of the output function, \( i.e. \) the move to make in that state (0 for \( C \) and 1 for \( D \)) and 8 bits are needed to specify the 2 values of the transition function—next states to transit to in response to each of the opponent’s possible moves. All this means that it takes \( 4 + 9 \cdot 16 = 148 \) bits to code each 16 state FSM.

Crossover (\( i.e. \) 2 point crossover) is applied to 2 bitstrings by exchanging between the 2 strings the substring that starts at a randomly chosen point and has a randomly chosen length. For example, applying 2 point crossover to the two bitstrings 0000000 and 1111111 with crossover point 5 and length 4, results in offspring strings 1001111 and 0111000. Applying mutation to a bitstring means that each bit in the string, conditional upon a certain (usually very low) probability, \( i.e. \) 0.5\%, is flipped (from 0 to 1 or vice versa).

# 3 The models

## 3.1 A genetic algorithm benchmark

The next section (4) will present results from simulations using three models, which will be discussed in the current section. The starting point, serving as a benchmark, will be a replication of Miller’s (1988) GA experiments. Representing each RPD strategy as a 16-state finite state machine and coding FSM’s as strings of bits as described above, he evolved a population of 30 randomly initialized bitstrings over the course of 50 generations. After each round robin RPD tournament, the top 20 strategies were allowed to proceed to the next generation right away and 10 new strategies were created through (1) selecting pairs of parents from the old population with selection probabilities proportionate to fitness, (2) creating offspring strategies by applying 2-point crossover to each pair of parent strategies and (3) mutating each of the offspring-strategies’ individual bits with 0.5\% probability.

The first (technical yet non-trival) step towards understanding what happens when the global genetic adaptive plan is replaced with decentralized adaptation under individual autonomous agents’ discretion, is the assignment of each strategy
to an agent, so that individual agents can use and adapt their own strategies. Of course, this change leads to no differences in the results, but helps to better understand the aim of the experiments to follow, in which each strategy is identified in an object-oriented manner as one of a certain agent’s attributes. Other attributes (data and methods) can then be encapsulated within the agent, enabling continuous identification of individual agents’ identities through time; even though they change the values of their own state variables and methods (e.g. their RPD strategy), they remain the same agent from one generation to the next (cf. Epstein & Axtell’s (1996) Sugarscape implementation, McFadzean & Tesfatsion’s (1996) Trade Network Game (TNG) implementation and Minar, Burkhart, Langton & Askenazi’s (1996) description of the Swarm implementation). This first step is the implementation of a crucial feature of the current model: the unit of analysis can not be a strategy, separated from an agent that uses it and adapts it if it so desires on the basis of its perception of its own relative performance.

3.2 Spatial dispersion

The second change from the canonical GA model is the imposition of a spatial structure on the population of agents (cf. Axelrod 1984, Hoffmann & Waring 1996, Kirchkamp 1995, Nowak & May 1992, Oliphant 1994, Routledge 1993). The agents are spatially dispersed over a torus and each agent only interacts with its 8 Moore neighbors (i.e. its neighbors to the north, north-east, east, south-east, south, south-west, west and north-west). Nowak & May’s (1992) and Oliphant’s (1994) models are not easily comparable to the present model, because they do not allow repeated game strategies nor different moves against different neighbors. Furthermore, there is a problem with Nowak & May’s results related to the synchronization of agent interactions. In each round, each player first decides on its next move and then all players’ moves are implemented simultaneously. Huberman & Glance (1993) have shown that these results depend critically on this synchronization of updating and that very different outcomes result if updating is asynchronous.

In general, in a spatial setting of agents playing RPD’s against their neighbors, straightforward application of the GA methodology is problematic. Routledge
(1993), for instance, used a population on a torus where each agent interacts with its 4 Von Neumann neighbors (the neighbors to the north, east, south and west). After each RPD tournament, the $R$ least successful agents’ strategies were replaced with strategies, newly created by applying crossover and mutation to pairs of strategies selected from the entire population proportionate to fitness. However, although those $R$ agents may have performed poorly from a global perspective, they may have been relatively successful locally—i.e. more successful than any of their neighbors. Therefore, changing their strategy because they are unsuccessful relative to all other strategies in the population may not be what they would have decided themselves, when given the option to choose on the basis of their perception of the success of only strategies in their own neighborhood. Furthermore, their new strategies would likely be completely different from their previous strategies, being constructed from very successful strategies that may belong to agents located far away from them; far beyond their span of perception. Finally, there is no reason to assume that the parent strategies’ success would be transferable to the $R$ agents’ own neighborhoods. The current model lets the agents adapt their strategy locally, allowing them to only select from among their immediate neighbors’ strategies.

Hoffmann & Waring (1996) used a somewhat more plausible agent-model, applied in a population dispersed over a ring (the one-dimensional equivalent of a torus). After each RPD tournament a strategy update was allowed for a randomly chosen half of the population. An agent ($x$) that is chosen to receive a strategy update is paired up with another agent ($y$), fitness-proportionately selected from $x$’s ‘learning neighborhood’, which consists of $l$ agents on the ring to the left and right of $x$. Conditional upon a 60% crossover probability, $x$ and $y$’s strategies are crossed over yielding two offspring strategies, one of which is chosen at random to replace $x$’s previous strategy. The problem with this particular model from our perspective is that each randomly chosen agent is forced to change its strategy (in 60% of the cases), which it may not have wanted to do (as explained above). Furthermore, the agent is not allowed to determine which of the two offspring strategies it wants to use, but is rather forced to use a randomly chosen one.

Axelrod (1984) used a spatial structure but limited the possibilities for adapting strategies to the ones entered into the second round of his tournament (cf. Linster
1992, who also circumvents this limitation by using FSM’s). By using FSM’s, one can make sure that the whole space of possible RPD strategies that can be implemented by 16 state FSM’s is potentially searched, with “no predisposition, either intentional or unintentional, toward a given outcome” (Linster 1992: 881).

In Kirchkamp’s (1995) model, the players interact and learn asynchronously: at a given moment in time, not all the players interact with all their neighbors and at the moment that a given agent changes its strategy, its neighbors may not. We will be using a simpler model in which all agents interact with all their neighbors at the same time (they can make different moves against different neighbors) and in which all agents change their repeated game strategy at the same time (i.e. after each RPD tournament), because this makes explicit comparison possible with the results from GA evolution.

The background for our model of adaptive social behavior is that in general, for an agent in an environment to be adaptive, (1) its actions need to be assigned a value and (2) it needs to behave in such a way as to improve this value over time (Holland & Miller 1991). In the current model, the value of the agent’s FSM is determined as the agent’s average payoff per move across all moves in its games against all of its neighbors. An agent’s behavior to improve its FSM’s value is guided by a comparison with its neighbors’ APM’s and thus implements imitative, social learning (cf. Macy 1996). The individual agents are explicitly given the discretion to autonomously decide if and when which operators are used. Specifically, after each RPD tournament, in which the agents interact with their 8 Moore neighbors, each agent decides whether it wants to adapt its RPD strategy. It compares the average payoff it received across all its moves in the previous 8 RPD’s (i.e. its APM = average payoff per move) to its immediate neighbors’ APM’s. If the most successful among those neighbors (or one drawn randomly from multiple most successful neighbors) was more successful than the agent itself, the agent will want to imitate that most successful neighbor. It does this by applying 2-point crossover to its own and the appropriate neighbor’s strategy, i.e. by copying a randomly chosen substring from the appropriate neighbor’s bitstring onto its own bitstring. If the agent’s most successful neighbor was equally successful as the agent itself, it will mutate its own strategy, in an attempt to locally optimize it. If the agent itself performed better than its most successful neighbor, it
does nothing. After each agent has thus adapted its strategy if it wanted to, they start playing the next generation’s RPD tournament.

### 3.3 Limited perception

This model would then still incorporate some problematic features. A GA, operating on a population, lets the top $X$ performers proceed to the next generation. If the members of the population are thought of not as strategies, but rather as agents using strategies, as explained in section 3.1, then these agents are required to know every agent’s APM as well as their position in the ranking of agents on the basis of these APM’s. This assumption can be dropped if the population is spatially dispersed, as discussed in section 3.2, in which case it is replaced by the assumption that agents can only perceive their neighbors’ APM’s, representing those neighbors’ performance against their neighbors. This is still a fairly strong assumption, so instead, the agents could be assumed to know only their neighbors’ average score against themselves. Consider Figure 2, for example, where agent 6 plays—among others—against agent 11, whose APM is the average payoff it obtained in the moves it made in RPD’s against agents 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15 and 16. Agent 6 could be assumed not to be able to know agent 11’s APM, but only agent 11’s average payoff against player 6.¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>16</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: A population of 16 agents on a 4 x 4 torus.

¹ A model of intermediate complexity would permit agent 6 to know agent 11’s average payoff not only from playing against agent 6, but—additionally—from playing against agents 7 and 10, because those are agents that agent 6 also interacts with.
4 Experimental design and results

Various results will be compared across three experimental setups. The first setup (see section 3.1) concerns the global evolution of a 36 member population consisting of 16 state FSM’s (à la Miller 1988). The second setup (see section 3.2) spatially disperses 36 agents over a 6x6 torus and the third (see section 3.3) lets each agent perceive not its neighbors’ APM’s, but only their scores against the agent itself. Of each experiment, 40 runs were conducted. Results were typically collected as averages across the entire population and then averaged across the 40 runs.

![Graph showing population average APM over time](image)

Figure 3: Evolution of population average APM under GA evolution.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the average APM of the 36 strategy population when it is evolved by a GA. Each of the individual runs is shown, as well as the

---

2 Miller used 30 members, but our replication uses 36 members because we compare the results with decentralized interaction and adaptation in a 36 agent population on a 6x6 torus. In each generation, the top 24 strategies are then reproduced from the old population and 12 new strategies are created with crossover and mutation.

3 The simulations were run on a 90 MHz Pentium PC. All computer code was written by the author in SIMULA, the first object-oriented programming language (Birtwistle, Dahl, Myhrhaug & Nygaard 1973) and is available from the author upon request.
average over all 40 runs. The evolution of the population average APM starts at approximately 2.25, representing the random initialization as the average of the four payoffs 0, 1, 3 and 5. In the initial generations, strategies that often defect do well by preying on cooperative strategies. Immediately, the nasty strategies start running out of prey as the prey start reciprocating their defection (which selection favors to cooperating when opponents defect), which increases the proportion of mutual defection in the population (see Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Average distribution of outcomes under GA evolution.](image)

This increase goes at the expense of mutual cooperation and of course unilateral cooperation, until strategies that on the one hand cooperate and reciprocate cooperation themselves and that on the other hand recognize cooperating and cooperation reciprocating others get the opportunity to do well, which increases the proportion of mutual cooperation. Since two such strategies that mutually cooperate do better than two strategies of which one preys on the other (because \(2 \cdot R > T + S\)) and also better than two strategies that mutually defect (because \(R > P\)), this mutual cooperation is viable in the long run. After a few more generations, even the mutually defecting strategies start to recognize the success of mutual cooperation so they start imitating that, increasing even further the proportion of mutual cooperation. Eventually, most runs reach a state of mutual cooperation throughout most of the population (Figure 3).
The explanation above also mentions reciprocation, which refers to the way an opponent’s move is responded to in the next round. The presentation of reciprocating characteristics in the population takes into account the following observation. Consider first of all that all agents are equipped with a 16 state FSM. However, not all those states can be used, or in other words, are accessible. For instance, if an FSM’s transition from the initial state in case of an opponent’s cooperation as well as defection leads back to the initial state, then only that 1 state is ever accessible and no matter what an opponent does, the agent will always make the initial state’s move. Furthermore, not all the accessible states in an agent’s FSM are always used by the agent. For instance, if the agent plays ‘tit for tat’ against an opponent who also plays ‘tit for tat’, then both agents will only use one of their FSM’s accessible states. Figure 5 shows the average number of accessible and used states.

Apparently, less states are actually needed to reach the same results. This triggers the question of whether the same results could be achieved using smaller machines. In fact, initial results from using machines with a maximum of 8, 4 and 2 internal states shows that this is indeed the case, although when using 2 state machines, the discrepancy between the number of distinct strings (\(2^7 = 128\)) and the number of qualitatively distinct FSM’s they represent (26 machines, namely both 1-state machines (always cooperate and always defect) and 24 distinct 2-state machines) becomes disturbingly large, but this is of course a mere technicality.

![Figure 5: Average number of accessible and used states under GA evolution.](image-url)
Going back to reciprocation, from Figure 5 it is obvious that there is a difference between states that can be used and states that are used. Figure 6 shows the development of cooperation and defection reciprocity in accessible states and in actual game play (where ‘cr’ and ‘dr’ refer to cooperation and defection reciprocity, respectively and where the addition of ‘as’ means that accessible states are concerned, rather than actual behavior).

![Figure 6: Evolution of cooperation and defection reciprocity under GA evolution.](image)

Figure 6 shows that most of the accessible states that develop in the automata do not reciprocate cooperation, but do reciprocate defection. Eventually, however, states that reciprocate defection are not used frequently while states that reciprocate cooperation are. These results support the explanation for the development of average APM shown in Figure 3.

The strange development of actual mutual defection is illustrated for the 40 individual runs in Figure 7. Initially, more and more defections are reciprocated. Then, a lot of the runs show very freakish developments. Basically, most defection is reciprocated, but in some generations there was no defection that could be reciprocated, so the value of defection reciprocity is then measured as 0. In a typical next generation, there is usually some defection, most of which is again reciprocated, leading to a high value in the graph.
The next experimental setup concerns a population of the same size (36) that is spatially dispersed over a torus with localized interaction and adaptation as described in section 3.2. The difference between the development of the population average APM in this case with the development under GA evolution (see Figure 3) is shown in Figure 8.

Two important aspects of the comparison should be noted. The first is the difference between the two setups: the GA is of course better at increasing overall performance, which is what it is meant to do. The second is the similarity between
the two setups: even though the spatially dispersed population is not designed to aim for optimization the way the GA is, it produces results that closely resemble the GA’s. In particular when looking at the results after the second change to the model (discussed in section 3.3) it becomes apparent how easy it is for a spatial model to produce results dissimilar to the GA’s.

Figure 9: Evolution of population average APM on the torus with limited perception.

Figure 9 shows the development of population average APM when each agent can only perceive its neighbors’ scores against itself instead of against all of those neighbors’ neighbors. The decrease results from the fact that the agents never perceive their neighbors to be successful by cooperating; they only perceive their neighbors to be successful against themselves by defecting, so this becomes the standard throughout the population. Also note that many of the runs produce stability throughout the population (horizontal lines), which results when each agent thinks it is doing better than all of its neighbors, while in fact, it is only doing better than its neighbors are doing against the agent itself. The fact that the more informed population on the torus (described in section 3.2) does better may be regarded as a positive welfare effect of a reputation mechanism. Whatever the specifics of this mechanism, agents knowing what others do against third parties, helps the population.

Also, the similarities between the results on the torus and under the GA are interesting from the point of view of what it takes to reach them. The GA is an
abstract entity that performs many computations at a level above that of the agents in the population, while apparently, the same or similar results can be obtained by distributed processing in a spatially dispersed population with much more boundedly rational agents performing much fewer computations in parallel. Remember that under the GA, each agent plays 150 rounds against each of the other agents and against itself, totaling \((36 + 35 + \ldots + 2 + 1 =) 666\) games per generation, whereas on the torus, each agent plays only against its 8 neighbors, totaling only 144 games per generation. The discrepancy between the number of games played under the GA and on the torus is displayed in Figure 10 for different lattice sizes.

![Figure 10: Number of games under the GA and on the torus for different torus sizes.](image)

The two graphs show the number of games that would be played in a population that has a size equal to the value on the x-axis squared. The GA graph shows the number of games per generation when this population plays a round-robin tournament and the torus-graph shows the number of games when each agent plays against its 8 Moore neighbors only.

On the other hand, in the adaptive step, the GA produces only 12 new strategies through crossover and mutation in each generation, whereas the development of the number of agents changing their strategy using crossover and mutation on the torus is depicted in Figure 11. The figure on the left corresponds to the model as
described in section 3.2 and the one on the right shows the results when using the model described in section 3.3.

Figure 11: Number of agents using crossover and mutation or doing nothing on the torus.

The figure on the left shows that the decentralized model endogenously learns that the number of crossovers can be reduced once the major adaptations have been made and that the number of mutations can then be increased to locally search for perfections. In genetic algorithms, this knowledge is often used to exogenously decrease the crossover probability and increase the mutation probability over time (cf. Davis 1991). Overall, the number of agents not changing their strategy decreases. In the figure on the right, on the other hand, the number of agents doing nothing increases over time, because more and more agents reach situations where they think they are doing better than all of their neighbors, causing them to be complacent and lay back. Accordingly, more and more agents perceive no highly successful neighbors that they might want to imitate by means of crossover, so the number of those decreases.

5 Conclusions

The experiments described in this paper show important differences as well as similarities between a genetic algorithm’s centralized evolution of a population vs. decentralized interactions and co-adaptation by the members of the population. Operating on a population of size 36, the genetic algorithm is able to produce better performance than a spatially dispersed population with locally interacting
and co-adapting members. There is a difference, therefore, between what the GA says people should do and what people would actually do. However, the results are not that different, especially when seen from the point of view of the volume of computations required in both cases; for larger population sizes, the discrepancy between the number of games played under the GA and on the torus becomes even larger. With respect to the computations during the adaptive step, the GA is more efficient there, but the population in the spatial model endogenously learns to decrease the number of crossovers when the major adaptations have been made and increase the number of mutations to explore the space of behaviors for minor improvements.

The results are very different when an agent’s perception of its neighbors’ scores is limited to those neighbors’ interactions with the agent itself. In that case, the agents only imitate neighbors that often defect, since those attain higher scores than neighbors that cooperate, given the agent’s own strategy. Also, in this case, the population easily gets stuck in such a state of mutual defection, when all the agents think they perform better than all of their neighbors, while they are actually only doing better than their neighbors are doing against them. The difference between the two agent-models can be interpreted as a positive welfare effect of reputation, that allows agents to perceive what other agents do against third parties.

As usual, more questions are raised than answered. The very different results in the last two models raise the question of which model is better, and in general, what—in this kind of exercise—it means for one model to be better than the next. Further experiments might include smaller machines (those have been performed to some extent) and different lattice sizes. However, it is easier to come up with ‘interesting’ new experiments than it is to code and run them and to interpret the results.
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